Vacations • Celebrations • Experiences

Amazing Bordeaux Corporate Events
BESPOKE • FLEXIBLE • ACCESSIBLE
Our portfolio of stunning châteaux enables us to match your event with the very best venue for you.
Located in the fabulous Bordeaux wine region and less than 1 hour from airports/Eurostar with regular daily
direct flights to/from the UK and Internationally. Your group can recharge and refocus while enjoying ‘La
Vie de Château’. Château Living: Always exceptional and unforgettable.

DAY 1: ARRIVE AT YOUR CHÂTEAU
Your stay begins with a luxury transfer to your
château, where you’ll be greeted with a fabulous
lunch or a cake and crémant reception. Settle into
your room and recalibrate strolling through the
vines or relaxing poolside. Dinner, prepared by one
of our excellent chefs, will probably be al fresco
and doubtless include enjoying some fine wines.
DAY 2: DISCOVER ST ÉMILION
Above the Dordogne valley is this World famous
limestone plateau & wine appellation. Enjoy wine
tours at the châteaux, see how it’s made and enter
the subterranean galleries where the wine is stored
& you can taste it! Stroll through the UNESCO
mediéval village and enjoy lunch/dinner in a
fabulous location with views across the vines.
DAY 3: EXPLORE BORDEAUX & COOK!
Meet the chef at the famous Capucins market and
choose your ingredients together before going
back to a Bordeaux loft kitchen for a cooking class
and lunch. In the afternoon, take a tour and see for
yourself why Lonely Planet said it was World #1 City
in 2017. In the evening return to your château for a
relaxed dinner and to watch the sun go down.

DAY 4: BAY OF ARCACHON (OPTIONAL)
Climb Europe’s highest sand dune for spectacular
views of the ocean & bay. Enjoy a picnic lunch on
top of the dune. In the afternoon take a tour of the
bay on your own private pinasse/traditional boat.
Sample the freshest seafood and explore the
magical UNESCO fishing villages. Have dinner at a
fabulous restaurant with amazing views of the bay.
DAY 4 or 5: AU REVOIR
Unfortunately it’s time to leave, but you’ll have
memories to last a lifetime. All the arrangements
will be made for you by Château Living and as our
service is fully bespoke, we can offer other
suggestions or alternatives should you wish.

